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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, more and more multimedia information is being exchanged in various 
networks with different transmission properties. Image and video compression play an 
very important role in realizing these activities. However, with new applications 
emerging, current existing standards are incapable of fulfilling these (future) needs, 
especially in interactivity, scalability, hybrid coding and reusability of video content. 
To fulfill the needs, the MPEG committee has proposed the new promising MPEG-4 
standard which adopted a new content-based approach. The new approach requires 
substantial modifications in various stages in existing frame-based encoding process, 
especially in the transformation and entropy coding stages. 
In this thesis, we proposed a new transformation algorithm dedicated for coding 
arbitrarily shaped video objects, called Symmetrically Extended Shape Adaptive 
Wavelet Transformation (SSAWT). Although the MPEG-4 standard adopted DCT-
based transform coding scheme, we showed that the wavelet-based transform coding 
will further improve the coding efficiency. To enhance coding performance, we have 
integrated the Non-expansive Symmetric Extension scheme and Length-dependant 
Filtering techniques to cater for the arbitrary shape feature of video objects. To enable 
iterative use of our wavelet transformation, a shape manipulation algorithm is devised 
to reposition the transformed coefficients such that no spatial correlation would be 
lost in the iteration. Our proposed shape adaptive transformation scheme is a perfect 
reconstruction and can also be used by conventional frame-based video and image 
coding. 
Two entropy coding algorithms, the Stack Run Coding (SRC) and ZeroTree Entropy 
Coding (ZTE), are implemented to verified the performance of our transformation 
V 
scheme. Both algorithms are modified to adapt to the irregularity of the video objects 
and both show satisfactory performance. 
This thesis is divided into three sections. Chapter 1,2 and 3 are background 
information about traditional image and video coding, subband and wavelet coding 
and symmetric extension scheme respectively. Chapter 4 is an overview of the 
purposed MPEG-4 content-based video coding standard. Motivation and proposed 
coding techniques will be described in this chapter. Chapter 5 will describe our 
proposed transformation scheme and the two modified entropy coding algorithms, 
STACK and ZTE, will be described. Finally, simulation results and conclusion will be 
presented in Chapter 6 and 7 respectively. 
VI 
Chapter 1 Image and Video Coding 
Chapter 1 
Traditional Image and Video Coding 
1.1 Introduction 
Today, we are living in an information explosive era which makes our life style 
totally different from even haft a decade ago. New technologies and products emerge 
everyday that enrich people's daily life, make business more efficient and have large 
impact on our workplace. However, to keep up with the fast pace, it is important to be 
capable to exchange and preserve information efficiently. Data compression plays an 
very important role in this aspect. Although transmission and storage medium are 
improving and becoming faster and cheaper, their demand are growing 
simultaneously at a tremendous rate that makes it virtually cannot be fulfilled.. 
Compressing information makes transmission time shorter, occupying less space and 
thus increases capacity and in some cases, makes applications feasible. A typical 
compression — decompression process can be summarized by Figure 1.1 
( O r i g i n a l D a t a ( ) | ~ ~ ^ Compression Q ^ 1^  T l a n ' s m i r Q l ^ Decompression Q ^ (^  ^ ' l Z T ^ ( ) 
Figure 1.1 A typical compression - decompression process. 
1.2 Fundamental Principle of Compression 
The secret behind compression is a better data organization. A source produces stream 
of data that can be either analog or digital. For analog data, it is often changed into 
digital format by sampling and pulse code modulation. The source, now in digital 
format, is more compressible. The source is then examined, often by collecting 
statistic or by transformation, in order to find a representation that can be described 
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compactly. The gain comes from this compact representation is compression ratio 
defined as: 
_ . „ . Original Signal Size 
Compression Ratio = 
Compressed Signal Size 
It is easy to see that the compression ratio increase when the compressed size decrease. 
To achieve this, the representation chosen should obey a criterion that assigns shorter 
codewords to frequent symbols and longer codewords to rare symbols. A well-
known example is the Huffman Coding Algorithm. The criterion is often referring as 
the Fundamental Principle of Data Compression. 
1.3 Entropy - Value of Information 
There is a limit for each data source that compression cannot reduce it further. This 
limit is calculated by the entropy of the source which measure the information content 
of a random variable (r.v.) . The entropy of a r.v. % with probability density function 
(p.d.f.) p(x) is defined as 
H{X) 二 -；£ p{X = X ) l o g ^ p{X = X) 
x^X 
in bits. The physical meaning of entropy of % is the minimum number of bits per 
symbol needed to represent % and is also the theoretical lower bound of averaged 
codeword length L(X) of % defined as the weighted sum of the codeword length by its 
p.d.f., i.e. 
L(X) = J^p{X = x)l(X = x) 
x&X 
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where l(x) is the length of the codeword x. By this we mean that no codewords can be 
designed such that the average codeword length is less than the entropy of the source 
content. In other words, the inequality H(X) < L{X) must always holds. 
1A Performance Measure 
For lossless coding, the performance can be measure by using the compression ratio, 
the higher the compression ratio, the better the method is. Since lossy compression 
ratio depends on the quality of the reconstructed data, performance is calculated by 
comparing the quality at a particular bit rate. For audio signal, bit rate is defined as bit 
per second while for image is defined as bit per pixel. The quality is measured by 
calculating the difference between the original signal (f(x))and the reconstructed 
/v 
signal( /(x)) . The Mean Square Error (MSE) defined as 
1 M 
MSE = - 2 i f { x ) - f { x ) f 
Mti 
where M is the total number of symbols of the source data, is often used as a quality 
metric. Another quality assessment metric used in image compression is the Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) defined as 
- N M 一 
^ i ^ = l O l o g i { ^ X I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
where NxM is the image dimension, A is the largest possible amplitude , f(x,y) is the 
A • 
original pixel value and f (x, y) is the reconstructed pixel value at location (x,y). 
3 
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Besides good reconstructed quality, it is also desirable for a compression algorithm to 
be of low memory usage, low complexity and high speed. However, these nice 
properties cannot always maintain all at the same time and tradeoffhave to be made. 
1.5 Image Coding Overview 
1.5.1 DigitaHmageFormation 
The source for a digital image may be 3-D scene in real world, it may be a 2-D image 
generated previously. In either case, the information is continuous in both space and 
amplitude. The source is first sampled at discrete location. The number of sampled 
location per unit area defines the sampling rate of the system. This sampling rate 
should be at least twice the highest spatial frequency component of the source, 
otherwise aliasing artifacts will be generated. This criteria is known as Nyquist 
sampling theorem. However, nowadays, more and more image or video are computer 
generated and are readily in digit format. 
1.5.2 Needs of Image Compression 
Visual reception is the most important sense of human being. The English aphorism 
“A picture is worth a thousand words" reminds us the importance of images. Every 
minute, astronomically large amount of digital images from computers, fax machine 
and teleconferencing system are being exchanged through computers networks and 
telephone networks. Consider a 24-bit color image with size of 512 by 512 pixels 
takes 0.7 Mbytes to store. Therefore we need image compression to reduce its size to 
4 
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increase capacity and decrease transmission time. For a typical image file, a 10:1 
compression ratio can usually be achieved such that no noticeable degradation is 
resulted. 
1,5.3 Classification of Image Compression 
A raw image can be represented by substantially less amount of bits by removing 
redundancy. In general, three types of redundancy can be identified: 
• Spatial redundancy, which is due to the correlation (dependence) 
between neighboring pixel values, 
• Spectral redundancy, which is due to the correlation between different 
color planes or spectral bands, 
• Temporal redundancy, which is due to the correlation between 
different frames in a sequence of images. 
There are many approaches to image compression and can be classified into two basic 
types: lossless and lossy. 
In Lossless Coding (also known as Entropy Coding or Reversible Coding), the 
reconstructed image is numerically the same with the source image on a pixel by pixel 
basis. This type of compression is suitable for application that require high fidelity 
since no information is compromised. However, only moderate amount of 
compression is possible [1]. 
In Lossy compression, tradeoff can be made between compression ratio and 
reconstructed quality. Studies of human perceptual characteristics shows that certain 
part of a multimedia signal can be dropped with no noticeable degradation or the 
degradation is graceful. The more the quality sacrificed, the higher the compression 
ratio can be achieved. 
5 
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1.5.4 Transform Coding 
Transform coding is one of the many techniques that are often used in image coding. 
A general transform coding scheme involves subdividing an NxN image into smaller 
nxn blocks and performing a unitary transform on each sub-image . A unitary 
transform is a reversible linear transform whose kernel describes a set of complete, 
orthonormal discrete basis functions. Although images are 2-D, transformation is 
often performed along a single dimension first and then the other. This is called 
separable transformation. Non-separable transformations are rarely used for its high 
complexity always out-weight the efficiency gained over separable transformation. 
The goal of transformation is to decorrelate the original signal, and this decorrelation 
generally results in the signal energy being redistributed among only a small set of 
coefficients. As a result, many coefficients can be discarded after quantization and 
prior to encoding. 
The unitary transformation can be interpreted as a rotation of n-dimensional 
coordinate axes defined by the image pixels in a block. It can also be viewed as a 
decomposition of the original block into a set of n orthogonal basis functions. Each of 
these interpretation will be elaborated in the following sections. 
1.5.4.1 Transformation as Coordinate Axes Rotations 
Consider a simple, 1x2 block transformation that takes two adjacent pixels as input 
vector X=(X1,X2). A scatter plot of all such vectors from the Lena image is illustrated 
by Figure 1.2. It can be seen that since the pixel x^  and x�a re highly correlated, most 
of the points lie along the line defined by X1=X2. The variance in the Xj Q=l,2) 
1 M 
direction is defined as a ]=——V (x,, — x,)^ where M is the total number of blocks 
'J M^, Ji ” 
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in the image, and Xj is the mean value of Xj over all blocks. One way to achieve 
compression is to replace one of the components in each block by its corresponding 
mean value Xj and the MSE introduced would be equal to cr^  . However, points 
scatter around 0 �a n d 90�wi l l make such compression approach resulted in large 
. 厂 1 1 ] 
reconstructed errors. Now, consider a rotation matrix A given by A = • . If 
—1 1 
we apply this unitary transform to vector X to form vector Y = (y1,y2),i.e. Y=AX, then 
the original axes will be rotated by 45� . Originally, the variance a]^ and a]^ are more 
or less the same but for the transformed coefficients they are now highly skewed 
(cr^ > cr^^). If we substitute y: component by zero during encoding, the resultant 
MSE is only ¢7^ which is significantly less than a\^ and a\^ • This demonstrate the 
energy packing property by a suitable transform. 
\ \ _ . . \ ^ P _ _ 
•入1 
I 1 I I 
Scatter plot of the Lena image 
Figure 1.2 A scatter plot of the image 'Lena". 
It should be noted that the Euclidean distance between vectors does not changed by 
the unitary transform, i.e., the total variance (energy) is persevered or equivalently 
CT�+ cT�2 = ^ \ + 0"l . The transform itself, however, does not achieve compression. 
The contribution of the transform is decorrelating the original data and compacting 
7 
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the large fraction of energy into a small set of coefficients • Since, energy is conserved, 
most of the coefficients contain small energy and therefore can be dropped without 
causing severe degradation in the quantization stage. 
The original signal can be reconstructed by a rotation of "45。，or equivalently, X = 
BY, where B=A_i=A*T(* denote complex conjugate). 
1.5.4.2 Transformation as Basis Function Decompositions 
The inverse transform matrix B, can be viewed in another way. Each column o f B can 
be viewed as a discrete orthogonal basis function. These columns when weighted by 
the transformed coefficients Y and add together, can recover the original data X. The 
basis functions differ for each type of image transform and can be considered as 
elementary components that can be used to synthesize an image from its 
corresponding transformed coefficients. Likewise, the forward transform A can be 
viewed as a decomposition of the original data into a set of transformed coefficients 
for a particular set ofbasis functions. 
1.6 Video Coding Overview 
Much of the information within a frame of a video sequence is very similar to the 
previous or subsequence frame. The video sequence can be represented in a much 
compact form by exploiting the temporal redundancy between frames. Much 
compression can be achieved by coding the difference of the current frame from the 
reference frame, this type of coding is referred as Inter-frame Coding. The MPEG 
standard defines three types of frame: 
• Intra frame (I): Only the content within the I-frame is coded. It 
provides potential random access points into the compressed video 
8 
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bit stream. Moderate compression ratio can be achieved by 
applying transform coding to these frames. 
• Predicted (P): P-frames are coded with respect to the nearest 
previous I or P-frame. This technique is called forward prediction 
(see figure 1.3). Similar to I-frame, P-frame serve as a prediction 
reference for B-frame and future P-frames. Motion estimation and 
compensation are used to P-frame to make a higher compression 
ratio. Unlike I-frame, coding error will propagate because P-frame 
is predicted from previous reference (I or P) frame. 
• Bi-directional (B) B-frame uses one past and one future frames as 
reference, this technique is called bi-directional prediction and is 
illustrated as figure 1.3. B-frame are interpolated from the I- and P-
frames and the interpolation errors are compressed. B-frame 
account for most of the compression and do not propagate errors 
since they are not used as reference. The prediction also reduces 
noise effect by averaging two frames. 
The use of I-P-B frame coding approach was standardized in the famous MPEG-1 
and —2 coding standard, an example showing the formation of the three frame is 
illustrated by Figure 1.3. 
^-^•^:^^^^^Z^^I^^^^^^^^^I^^I^^^^^^^^Z^^I^ ^ 
forward predict ion 
I B B P B B^  P B B^  P _ 
- + ^ … … ~ ~ • , • • • • _ … … 
^^__^___<><<^__^_^^________---^ ^________^^_^_________-^ ^___^^____^^_^^^^^^^^^^___^^^_-^ ^ backward pred ic t ion 
y ^ l l ^ . . - ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ \ ^ --^^- -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Frame Pattern 
Figure 1.3 MPEG frame coding pattem. 
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For the decoder to work, the first P-frame is sent before the first two B-frames , so the 
video stream order is changed to 0312645... and so on. The I-frame and P-frame are 
first decoded and stored in order to decode the two B-frames. 
10 
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Chapter 2 
Discrete Wavelets Transform (DWT) and Subband 
Coding 
2.1 Subband Coding 
2.1.1 Introduction 
The basic concept of subband coding is to filter an image into a set of subimages, 
each contains a limited range of spatial frequencies [2]. These subimages are called 
subbands. Since these subbands has a reduced bandwidth compared to the original 
image, they are downsampled. The process of filtering and downsampling is termed 
as analysis stage. Each subband can then be coded at different bit rate or by different 
coders, thus taking advantages of the properties of the subband and can distribute 
coding error across subbands to optimize compression performance. Data can be 
reconstructed by upsampling the decoded subbands, applying appropriate filters, and 
adding the reconstructed subbands together. These processes together, are termed as 
synthesis stage. A 1-D two subband system is illustrated as. Figure 2.1 
n - « j P o w n s a m p l i n g ^ ^ 二 ' 1 ’ ^ ^ Upsa>^pling ^ _ ^ _ _ 
^ Decoder "^ 1 
H ^ (+)-Fo^ 
~ ^ ^ D � w : ， i n g ^ �^ = : � ’ ^ ^ ups="ng ^^ ^^ [；；^ |_5 
�— Decoder  
Analysis Filter Bank Synthesis Filter Bank 
Figure 2.1 An overview of a 1-D two subband system. 
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2.1.2 Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs) 
The lowpass (smoothing) and the highpass (detail) filters of a analysis filter banks 
should ideally be non-overlapping and contiguous to avoid aliasing and frequency gap 
respectively. However, such filter pair are unrealizable in practice. Instead, 
overlapping filters called quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) are used. The basic idea of 
QMFs is to design the synthesis filter bank such that the aliasing introduced by the 
analysis filter bank is exactly cancelled out in the reconstruction process. The QMFs 
are also designed such that the amplitude and phase distortion are minimized. An 
ideal QMFs are illustrated as Figure 2.2. 
Lowpass Highpass 
H (w) \ ： / H2M 
I I L P> W 
° 一 7t 
—2 
Ideal QMF pair 
Figure 2.2 1-D idealized QMF pair. 
The z-transform of the output signals of the analysis filter bank after downsampling 
by a factor of two are given by 
1 r 丄 1 丄 1 ~ 
ri(x) = + 7/,(z2).X(z^) + /7 , ( - z2 ) .X( -z2) , 
Zm^ 
r,(x) = | / f , (z2) .X(z2) + / / , ( - z ^ ) - X ( - z ^ ) , 
The signal can be reconstructed by summing the outputs of the synthesis bank after 
upsamping, i.e., 
l ( z ) = 7,(z^)-G,(z) + 72(z^)-G,(z) 
/v /V 
Without coding and channel error, 7^(x) = Y^{z) for i = l,2.The X{z) becomes 
12 
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l ( z ) = ^ {H, (z). G, (z) + H, (z). G, (z)] • X{z) + i [H, (-z). G, (z) + H, (-z) • G, (z)]. X(-z) 
L> Z 
The second term corresponds to the aliased component. If the filter used is symmetric 
(linear phase) FIR filters such that 
H“z) = H,(-z) ^ h,{n) = (-l)"M"), 
G,{z) = 2H,{z)^g,{n) = 2h,{nX 
G,{z) = -2H,{z) => g,{n) = -2{-Xyh,{n) 
are satisfied, the aliasing component will become zero. The overall transfer function 
then becomes 
X{z) = T{z). X{z) where T{z) = H^ (z) - H^ (z). 
Since Hi(z) and H2(z) both have linear phase, no phase distortion is introduced. By 
making T(z) equal to 1, perfect reconstruction can be achieved. However, the only 
linear phase FIR capable of achieving this has only two taps which is inefficient in 
separating frequencies. In practice, filters with more taps are used to improve coding 
performance in expense of small amplitude distortion. It should be pointed out that 
such system only support filters with even number of taps. For odd number taps filter, 
delay should be introduced before filtering. 
2.1 _3 Subband Coding for Image 
The 1-D QMFs can be modified so that it can be used for 2-D signal like image. By 
using separable filters, the 1-D filter bank can be applied in one dimension and then in 
the other dimension to generate the subbands (see Figure 2.3 and 2.4). Operation time 
can be reduced by downsampling the coefficients from the first dimension before 
applying the filter bank to the other dimension. The same algorithm can be applied to 
one or more subbands repeatedly. It should be noted that the total variance of the 
13 
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subbands is roughly the same as the original image. Therefore, any error variance 
introduced in the subbands by quantization or deletion of subbands is preserved in the 
reconstructed image. 
K ^ ~ " ^ 0 - 2 : 二 by — Y i i _ — 
J h (m) U> Downsample by — 
1�" 2 along m 
H ^ ^ " - ' ° S n by —Yi“m,n)— 
x(m,n) • 
r - ^ " ^ ^ - D = :，— Y 2 i ( m , n ) — 
_J h (m) k^ Downsample by  
2�" 2 along m 
- ^ ^ " ^ D o ^ a : by —Y22(m’n) — 
2-D Four Band Analys is Bank 
Figure 2.3 A 2-D Four Band Analysis bank built from 1-D filter bank 
—yAi“m’n)— UP:^y2 _ ^ [ ^ ^ 
( ^ > ^ u P s : P ^ y 2 | _ 4 ; ^ ¾ ^ 
J i. 
—y� (m,n)— UPS:;e:y ^ ^ [^；|^ 
1 r 
(J) xA(m,n)~~• 
— y � i ( m , n ) 4 ” j ; e : y 2 ~ ^ E | ^ “ 
¢ ^ Up:p^y2 _ ^ [ ^ J ^ 
— y � ( _ — u p s = r - t ; j ^ 
2-D Fou r Band Syn thes i s Bank 
Figure 2.4 A 2-D Four Band Synthesis band built from 1-D filter bank 
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Various coding techniques, e.g. DPCM and VQ, can now be applied take the 
advantage of the subbands. 
2.2 Discrete Wavelets Transformation (DWT) 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Wavelet transformation has stormed the signal processing field in recent years [3,4]. 
Its application include image segmentation, edge detection, image compression and 
much more. The fundamental idea behind wavelets is to analyze the signal according 
to scale. It cuts up data into different frequency components, and each component is 
then studied with a resolution matched to its scale. This characteristic makes wavelet 
transformation superior to traditional Fourier methods, especially in analyzing 
physical situations where the signal contains discontinuities and sharp spikes. 
2.2.2 Wavelet Theory 
Wavelets are based on translation (W(x)^W(x+k)) and dilation (W(x) )^W(2x)) [5]. 
The wavelet basis is defined by dilations and translations of the "mother function" or 
"analyzing wavelet “ 0(x) with the equation: 
0 ( ^ ( x ) = 2 - h ( 2 - ^ - / ) 
where s and 1 are integers that scale and dilate the mother function 0 to generate 
wavelets. The scale index s indicate the wavelet's width and location index 1 specify 
position. The mother function is dilated by powers of two and is translated by integer. 
Once the mother function is know, we can generate 0(x) by applying the equation 
15 
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recursively to get values at half-integer x, quarter-integer x and so on down to the 
desired dilation. To span signal at different resolution, the analyzing wavelet is used 
in scaling equation: 
W{x)='^i-lfc,,,^(2x + k) 
k=-i 
where W(x) is the scaling function for the mother wavelet 0 and c^  are the wavelet 
coefficients. N is total number of non-zero wavelet coefficients. Notice that W(s) is 
orthogonal to its dilations, or scale; i . e.^『（4� (x k ) - 0 Generally, the area 




Normalization requires that: 
N-l 
� * c , = 2 5 , , o 
k=0 
where 5 is the delta function. 
2.2.3 Comparison Between Fourier Transform and Wavelet Transform 
2.2.3.1 Similarity Between Fourier and Wavelet Transforms 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are both 
linear operations that produce a data structure that contains l0g2n segments of various 
lengths. The inverse transformation matrix for both the FFT and DWT is the transpose 
of the original, meaning the transformations are orthogonal. Hence, both 
transformations can be viewed as a rotation in function space to a different domain. 
16 
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For FFT, the basis in the new domain consists of sinusoids and that for DWT consists 
of wavelet basis, both basis are localized in frequency. 
2.2.3.2 Differences Between Fourier and Wavelet Transforms 
The biggest difference between FFT and DWT is from the basis [6,7]. Sine and 
Cosine are perfectly localized in frequency but global in time whereas wavelet basis 
are localized in space as well. These features makes many functions and operators 
using wavelets "sparse" when transformed into wavelet domain. This sparseness, in 
turn, results in a number of useful applications such as data compression, detecting 
features in images, and removing noise from time series, 
frequency frequency 
A A 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  
： _l______L^J____L 
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Figure 2.3 Figure 2.4 
The differences between the FFT and the DWT is best visualized by the time-
frequency plane. Figure 2.3 shows a windowed Fourier transform (WFT) , where the 
window is simply a square wave. The square wave windows is used to truncates the 
sinusoid function to fit a window of particular width. The same window is used for all 
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frequencies in the WFT, the resolution of the analysis is the same at all locations in 
the time-frequency plane. 
For DWT, the window size vary for different frequencies. It is desirable to have short 
basis functions to isolate signal discontinuities and at the same time, one would also 
like to have some very long basis functions to obtain detailed frequency analysis. The 
wavelet transform have both short high-frequency basis and long low-frequency ones 
as depicted in Figure 2.4. 
In Fourier transform, only one set of basis function, sine and cosine functions is 
utilized. Wavelet transform, instead, have an infinite set of possible basis functions. 
Different wavelet families make different tradeoffs between how compactly the basis 
functions are localized in space and how smooth they are. Thus wavelet analysis 
provides immediate access to information that can be obscured by other time-
frequency methods such as Fourier analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
Non-expansive Symmetric Extension 
3.1 Introduction 
For an multi-rate filter bank (MFB) with down-sampling ratio M and a signal with 
length N, i f N is divisible by M(denoted by "M | N) and length of filter are less than N, 
then the MFB can be implemented non-expansively by N points circular convolution 
and circular M: 1 down-sampling [8,9] . This will result in M subbands of period N/M. 
However, in reality, the above conditions are not always satisfied. Consider a finite-
length signal x(n) of length N being filtered by a filter h(n). The computation of 
^x{k)h{n - k) may create problem at the signal boundary since the value like x(-l) 
or xOS[) that are not defined will be needed in the computation. To solve this problem, 
one can change to one-sided boundary filter or extend the signal being filtered. The 
first approach creates extra criteria when designing the filter or choice of filter 
employed whereas the second approach need only extra addressing when performing 
filtering, we will only concentrate on the second approach. 
3.2 Types of extension scheme 
For a finite-length filter bank that uses N inputs and produce N outputs, an N by N 
matrix must be employed. One easy way is to extend the input to an infinite signal, 
followed by ordinary time-invariant filtering. There are many possible ways to extend 
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a signal to an infinite signal, to name a few, extend by zero-padding, wrap-around and 
reflection. The three method are depicted by Figure 3.1 
/ / / / \ Z \ 
Zero Padding Wrap Around Symmetric Extension 
Figure 3.1 Types of extension scheme. 
As can be seen from the figure, the zero-padding method creates abrupt changes at the 
boundaries, thus high frequency component will be increased. The wrap-around 
approach is good only if the original problem is genuinely periodic or close to it 
around the boundaries, and the filter matrix becomes a circulant. However, this 
condition is always violated in image compression for x(0) and xfN-l) are generally 
different. Thereforejump discontinuity are always resulted. The jump discontinuity in 
circular implementation can be eliminated by performing an even extension to the 
input signal (see figure 3.2). 
• • 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2. Plots ofwavelet transformed coefficients using Lena. Figure (a) use circular convolution and (b) use 
symmetric extension. It can be seen that unwanted high frequency components come out in (a) but not in (b). 
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This will doubles the length of the input signal and apparently doubles the number of 
output samples. The key to non-expansive transform is to use symmetric filters that 
produce symmetric subband. By storing one half of each symmetric subband, the 
overall size of this symmetric extension transform can be reduced to N outputs, 
making the implementation non-expansive. The crucial factor of including symmetric 
extension in our scheme is that the first two approach work only for even length 
signal, a requirement that are too tough for arbitrarily shaped video object. 
3,3 Non-expansive Symmetric Extension and Symmetric Sub-
sampling 
In order to keep the same number of coefficients after the transformation, a signal of 
length N will be extended in a symmetric way. The extended signal is denoted as Ex 
and the filter outputs HEx. If the filter is symmetric (antisymmetric), the output HEx 
will be symmetric (antisymmetric) also. This outputs will then be downsampled 
(denoted by (i2)HEx) by M. Unless state otherwise, we will restrict ourselves to M 
equal to 2. The restriction is that the extension must be chosen such that these 
subsamples are symmetric. 
When double the length of the input signal, an immediate question is whether the 
period of the extended signal be 2N or 2QSf-l).In other words, should we duplicate the 
end points samples [10,11] ？ The answer depends both on the signal length and the 
symmetry of the filter used. A discrete time signal is said to be whole sample 
symmetric (WS) if it is symmetric about one of its samples and half sample 
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symmetric (HS) if it is symmetric about a point halfway between two samples.(see 
Figure 3.3) 
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Figure 3.3 Types of Symmetry. 
The downsampled signal (i2)y=(i2)HEx is always periodic, to have a symmetric 
extension after downsampling, we have to follow the rules: 
Use a WS (no repeat) extension for a WS (odd length) filter. 
Use a HS (repeat) extension for an HS (even length) filter. 
Following this mle will give a WS extension for HEx and the subsequent 
downsampling will preserves symmetry. A mixture of HS and WS would give an HS 
extension for y = HEx. Downsampling an HS extension will destroy the symmetric 
properties and the original signal would be distorted during the recovery process as 
illustrated by Figure .3.4. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.4 Example showing failure of choosing extension scheme. 
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Consider figure 3.4a, a horizontal dotted line means a filtering by a two taps HS filter 
and is applied to a WS extend signal. The number indicate the transformed outputs 
which is a HS extension. Downsampling the outputs yields 0,2,1 repeated and these 
subsamples are not symmetric and the original data cannot be recovered. Likewise, 
figure 3.4b shows a HS extension filter by a WS (3-taps) filter. Downsampling result 
in 0,2,3,1 which cannot recover the original signal. 
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Content-based Video Coding in MPEG-4 Purposed 
Standard 
4.1 Introduction 
The MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) committee, which developed the Emmy 
Award winning standard known as MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, is now developing a new 
audio-visual standard called MPEG-4. The first two sets of MPEG standards are 
widely adopted in multimedia commercial products such as CD-interactive, VCD, 
DVD, digital audio broadcast and video-on-demand trials. Although the two standards 
provide large improvements on the transmission and storage efficiency by 
compressing the material, functionalities including interactivity, scalability and 
reusability are not addressed or only partially supported [12,13] . Inspired by the 
proven success of digital television, interactive graphics applications and the World 
Wide Web, the MPEG committee now aim to provide various functionality to satisfy 
other (future) needs of image communication applications besides storage and 
transmission efficiency. To reach this goal, the MPEG-4 will be fundamentally 
different from its predecessors. A final version of the standard will be released in 
November 1998 and will become an international standard in January 1999. In the 
following sections, the motivation, new approaches and functionalities supported by 
the purposed MPEG-4 standard will be introduced. 
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4.2 Motivation of the new MPEG-4 standard 
In recent years, technologies are evolving rapidly both in terms of hardware and 
software development. Changes have occurred in different stages in an information 
exchange scenario that are not addressed or expected by the preceding MPEG 
standards. These changes are elaborated in the following paragraphs. 
4.2.1 Changes in the production of audio-visual material 
In the past, audio-visual material is solely obtained naturally in the sense that they are 
obtained from camera and microphone. However, with the advancement in computer 
graphics, an increasing proportion of audio-visual material is computer generated. 
These artificial contents occurred in entertainment like movies and video games, 
educational software and CAD/CAM applications. Very often, these types ofcontents 
are 3-dimensional and are often composed with other audio-visual contents, textural 
information and naturally captured scene to form a video sequence. Such needs are 
not addressed by the frame based MPEG-1 and -2 standards. 
4,2.2 Changes in the consumption of multimedia information 
More and more information are conveyed and delivered in multimedia fashion. 
Furthermore, a growing part of these information is presented and used in interactive 
ways. The World Wide Web clearly demonstrated such a phenomena. In addition, 
new applications have leads to a merging of services provided by networks of 
different nature. Textural and video information are being exchanged through PSTN 
and even mobile networks. Likewise, various applications, for example, Internet 
Phone, use services provided by communication and computer networks. This 
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blurring of borders between traditionally distinct service provided by 
telecommunication, information technology and entertainment sectors produces new 
problems, besides technical difficulties. One such problem is that each of these sectors, 
in crossing the service border, brings its own technological solutions. As a 
consequence, different solutions are adopted by different parties for the same 
applications which hinder the developments of internetworking and prevents a 
common solutions. To overcome this problem, a universal standard is needed such 
that all ofthese service sectors and their mixing are supported. 
4.2.3 Reuse of audio-visual material 
Under the current standards, reusability of audio-visual material is very limited. Video 
editing are limited to inserting frames of one video sequence into another, very often 
same video dimensions and frame rate are required. It is also difficult to integrate 
natural and synthetic contents in the same scene. Moreover, all these must be done in 
the encoder beforehand, a user have little choice as decoder options. It is extremely 
helpful if a scene can be build by putting audio-visual objects together, either from 
local or remote database, during encoding and after decoding processes. 
4.2.4 Changes in mode of implementation 
Until recently, most ofthe digital audio-visual system were predominantly hardware-
based. As a consequence, the decoding ofthe audio-visual material are carried out by 
dedicated chips which left limited control over the presentation of the multimedia data 
and configuration of the system. With the improvement of software development, 
such system can be built more flexibly by viewing audio-visual material as composed 
of (potentially) meaningful objects rather than just pixels with audio information. By 
taking such approach, more functionalities and flexibility can be supported. 
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4-3 Objective of MPEG-4 standard 
The MPEG-4 committee, foreseeing the changes and needs mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs, is seeking the solutions for those functionalities that are not addressed or 
partially addressed by current existing standards. These new functionalities are 
divided into three major groups, based on the functionalities they support. 
• Content-based interactivity: This group focus on the requirements for 
applications that provide interactivity between users and data, namely, 
content-based multimedia data access tools, content based manipulation and 
bit stream editing, hybrid and synthetic data coding and improved temporal 
random access. Benefited applications including on-line library and database, 
movie production and editing, etc. 
• Compression: This group aim to provide improved coding efficiency and 
coding of multiple concurrent data streams. The goal is to enhance 
applications that require efficient storage or transmission of audio-visual 
information and their efficient synchronization like video conferencing, 
Internet browsing and network games. 
• Universal access: This group aim at robustness in error-prone environments 
and content-based scalability in order to enable world wide access to the 
encoded data over wide range of transmission media of different qualities and 
capacities. By supporting scalability, decoders with different processing 
powers and complexities can always attain their best qualities and 
performance by choosing the most suitable temporal, spectral and spatial 
resolutions of the specific object. 
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In order to support these functionalities, the MPEG 4 brings a very important 
innovation into the new purposed standard: it defines an audio-visual scene as 
composed of audio-visual objects that have certain relations in space and time, rather 
than the conventional ‘frame with associated audio，viewpoint. This new approach to 
multimedia information will allows for much more user interactivity, versatile reuse 
of data and more efficient error protection. It also makes supporting a wide range of 
transmission media with different bandwidth and processors of different power 
feasible. Furthermore, composition of natural and synthetic audio-visual material and 
integration of textural information are facilitated as well under the new coding 
approach. 
4.4 Technical Description ofMPEG-4 
4 A 1 Overview of MPEG-4 coding system 
The new content based approach leads to dramatic changes to its processors. A 
schematic overview of a MPEG-4 system is illustrated by Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 A schematic overview of a general MPEG-4 system. 
A video frame is first segmented into video objects, the temporal and spatial 
parameters are recorded for the use of the decoder to reconstruct the complete scene. 
The segmentation process is regarded as pre-processing and is not specified by the 
MPEG-4 standard. A brief summary of segmentation techniques can be found in the 
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appendix. The segmented video objects (V0) will then be encoded separately. Each 
V0, with its shape and texture information, will go through the motion estimation to 
explore the inter-frame correlation. The shape and the texture information will then be 
encoded by the shape and texture coder respectively. The encoded data from each V 0 
will then be multiplexed into bit stream for storage or transmission. V 0 from local or 
remote database can also be integrated at this stage if desired. The encoder can code 
each V 0 with different qualities to provide scalability. It can also assigns more error 
protection to more important V0 like "Talking head" and less to less important V 0 
like the background to combat channel error. 
The decoder can go through the reverse process to recover the video sequence. The 
new approach provide the decoder the choice to decide which VOs and their qualities 
to decode. Therefore, decoders with different bandwidth and processing power can 
always achieve their best performance. Furthermore, VOs, textural and graphics from 
local or remote database can be integrated to enrich the content of the reconstructed 
scene. 
When coding the arbitrarily shaped V0, conventional coding technique needs 
modifications. The new coding approach also needs algorithm for the new shape 
coding task. In the following sections, shape coding, shape adaptive texture coding 
and motion estimation will be described. 
4.4.2 Shape Coding 
4.4.2.1 Introduction 
The shape coding process is unprecedented task for the MPEG group. Currently, in 
MPEG4, it is assumed that each video object comes with its corresponding shape 
information. This information can be given in one of the two format: binary or 
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grayscale. Both format consist of pixel map which is generally the same dimension of 
the boundary box the video object. For binary format, each pixel takes on one of the 
two possible values to indicate whether the pixel is inside the video object boundary. 
The grayscale format is similar to the binary format except the binary values are now 
replaced by a range of values, usually between 0 to 255 to fit in a byte. The value 0 
represent a completely transparent video object and 255 represent a opaque video 
object. The values in between represent a video object with intermediate transparency. 
The approach of representing the shape of a video object along with its transparency 
is to support the composition of scene that consists of several video objects occupying 
the same spatial location. This concept resembles the alpha plane approach used in 
computer graphics. Video objects that occupying same spatial location can be blended 
together based on their transparent values, thus supporting functions like feathering, 
fade in, fade out, etc,. 
In MPEG4 VM, the shape of a video object is bounded by a window with both 
dimension restricted to be multiple of 16 pixels. The video object shape is positioned 
such that it contains the minimum number of 16x16 blocks of pixels which are not 
transparent. The boundary box is then partitioned into block of 16x16 pixels called 
shape blocks demonstrated as Fig 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Shape coding procedure of a video object. 
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4.4.2.2 Binary Shape Coding 
4.4.2.2.1 Modified MMR (M'R) Coding 
The binary bitmap coding method currently available in MPEG4 verification model 
(VM) is an improved version ofthe well known technique called Modified Modified 
Relative element designate (MMR) coding which is used in facsimile transmission. 
The basic idea of MMR is to code the point of color transition of the current line 
relative to a similar transition on the previous line. The MpR [14] works in a similar 
way, it codes the distance between color transitions within the shape block. Transition 
pixels are detected by raster scanning the pixels within a shape block. Three points are 
used to encode each transition pixel. These points are, the previous point encoded on 
the current encoding line (Ptl), the current transition point (Pt3) and the next point 
one line above and to the right of previously encode point (Pt2) which changes in the 
opposite transition, illustrated as Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Binary shape coding based on color transition ofpixels. 
The distance between Pt2 and Pt3 is encoded using a variable length code where 
shorter distances are encoded with shorter codewords. In case there are several lines 
in between these points, special symbols called escape code are utilized to notify the 
decoder to act correspondingly. 
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The boundary pixels ofthe previous block are used in determining the transitions for 
the boundary pixels of the present shape block. For shape block that have only one 
color, a single code is sent to notify the decoder the shape block is either completely 
opaque or transparent. The algorithm described above provides lossless compression 
for the binary bitmap. For application that require extreme compression, a lossy 
version can be implemented by spatially subsampling the binary bitmap before 
applying the algorithm. The MPEG-4 VM currently support down sampling ratio of 
4:1 and 16:1. 
4.4.2.3 Grayscale Shape Coding 
The grayscale shape coding is a strictly lossy algorithm. The grayscale bitmap is 
encoded by encoding the shape and transparency information separately. Figure 4.4 is 
the schematics of a grayscale shape coder. The shape information is encoded by the 
same binary shape coding method, i.e. the U^R algorithm. The transparency values 
are treated as luminance values and encoded using the same 8x8 block DCT transform 
approach used to encode the texture information of a video object. According to the 
compression needed by the applications, both lossiness of shape and transparency 
information can be adjusted. 
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Figure 4.4 Grayscale shape coder. 
4.4.3 Shape Adaptive Texture Coding 
4.4.3.1 Over-complete Approach 
The over-complete approach is the simplest form of shape adaptive transform for 
block based transformation [15] . The basic concept is to divide the arbitrarily shaped 
video object into blocks by using a grid with grid size of 8x8 or 16x16 pixels. The 
blocks that are entirely outside the object boundary, no coding are needed. For blocks 
that are partially or entirely inside the object boundary, conventional DCT are applied. 
The zigzag scanning and the run length coding remain the same. The performance is 
acceptable. 
4.4.3.2 Shape Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform (SA-DCT) 
The SA-DCT scheme works in a similar fashion with the over complete approach. 
The video object is first divided into 8x8 blocks, each block is then classified into 3 
types. For blocks that are completely outside the object boundary, no coding is needed. 
For block that are completely inside the object boundary, ordinary DCT is applied. 
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For block that are partially inside the object boundary, a modified DCT coding is 
applied [16,17] . The basic concept of the SA-DCT is one-dimensional (1-D) DCT 
based on predefined DCT basis functions less than eight points and re-ordering 
transformed coefficients vertically and horizontally [18] . The algorithm of SA-DCT 
can be summarized as follow: 
A 1-D vertical DCT transform is applied to each column that contains at least one 
active element inside the video object. After that, the coefficients of the vertical DCTs 
with the same frequency index are lined up in a row. For example, the DC coefficients 
ofall vertical DCTs are repositioned at the first row in its corresponding column. A 1-
D horizontal DCT transform is then applied to these repositioned coefficients. These 
transformed coefficients are repositioned in a similar fashion but align in column. 
With the reposition scheme, the SA-DCT coefficients are now packed towards the 
upper left corner of the block. The final number of the SA-DCT coefficients is 
identical to the number ofactive pixel inside the video object, illustrated by Figure 4.5. 
By transmitting the shape information to the decoder, it can perform the shape 
adaptive inverse DCT to reverse the process and recover the video object. 
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Figure 4.5 Illustration ofSA-DCT. 
Since not all pixel are active pixel, the zigzag scanning of the transformed coefficients 
need to be modified [19,20] . The positions of those active pixel after SA-DCT are 
calculated and are used to neglected non-active coefficients before mn length coding. 
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This information is also needed during decoding process. However, the re-ordering of 
the transformed coefficients will reduce local correlation and efficiency will be 
reduced for row DCT transforms on a set of coefficients that are from different 
frequency index after the column DCTs. Despite of this, the SA-DCT coding scheme 
is adopted by the Mpeg4 committee as a tool to code arbitrarily shaped video objects. 
4.4.4 Motion Estimation and Compensation (ME/MC) 
The block base motion estimation and compensation needs modifications to cater for 
the arbitrarily shaped VOP. First, blocks on the border of a VOP must be modified 
from block matching to polygon matching. Also, special padding technique is 
required for the reference VOP. Since the VOPs have arbitrary shapes and are 
changing from time to time, it is important to have an absolute coordinate system to 
ensure the consistency ofMC. The absolute coordinate system is defined according to 
the frame and is used for all VOPs. At any time, a bounding rectangle that include the 
shape ofaVOP is defined. The coordinate upper-left corner of the bounding rectangle 
in the absolute coordinate system is encoded in the VOP spatial reference. Therefore, 
the motion vector for a particular block inside a VOP refers to the displacement ofthe 
block in absolute coordinates. Matching criteria and strategy similar to that of the 
frame-base coding can be used. 
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Chapter 5 
Shape Adaptive Wavelet Transformation Coding 
Scheme (SAWT) 
5.1 Shape Adaptive Wavelet Transformation 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Inspired by the proposed Mpeg 4 Standard and other internet applications, we see a 
need to device algorithm for coding arbitrary shape object, both for texture and shape 
coding. The SA-DCT will be adopted to code arbitrarily shaped VOP under the 
current proposal since DCT is a well established technique [21] • However, it is well 
know that wavelets-based compression schemes out perform DCT-based compression 
schemes. It will be logical to predict wavelet-based compression scheme will out 
perform DCT-based compression scheme for arbitrarily shaped objects as well, both 
for natural and synthetic [22,23]. 
However, one can immediately see that over-complete approach can not be applied in 
the wavelet-based transformation scheme since the wavelet transformation is non-
block base transformation scheme or a very large block size should be used. An 
alternative solution would be simply crop the video object into a rectangular frame 
and the undergo traditional wavelet transform. This approach, however, besides 
expanding the signal, one have to make sure both of the dimensions of the low-low 
frequency band be even in every iterations in order to apply the wavelet transform in a 
pyramid fashion. The criteria posts a constraint of the input video objects which might 
not be easily fulfilled. Our proposed SAWT is especially designed to solve these 
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problems. We have employed the Symmetric Extension to tackle the dimensional 
problem and therefore support video objects of all dimension. To cope with short 
segments, two sets offilter are employed to tackle the problem. One primary filter is 
used for long data segments and a Haar filter is used for short segments. Our purposed 
transformation can also support ordinary frame-based coding. This section will 
explain the algorithm and the performance will be presented in next chapter. 
5.1.2 Description of Transformation Scheme 
A video frame is first segmented into several video objects, each ofthem will then be 
encoded separately. Figure 5.1 illustrate the schematic ofthe SSAWT. 
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Figure 5.1 An overview of the SSAWT transform. 
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The shape information and the texture information will be feed into the coder 
simultaneously. A row transformation is performed to each data segment in each row 
of the video object. The shape, hereafter, referred as mask using the Mpeg4 
terminology, gives the location and the length of the segments to be filtered and the 
addresses to store the transformed segments in high and low frequency bands. 
Before each segment is being filtered, its length is used to determine the filter used. 
There is a lower bound on the admissible array dimensions based on the maximum 
length ofthe filters. The minimum array dimension, N。，is determined by the length N 
. N = 2 * N. 
of the symmetric extension used. For even length symmetric filters, , 
while for odd length symmetric filters, " = : * # o _ 2 F o r data segments that are 
shorter than N。，the Haar filter is used, otherwise, the primary filter, the 9/7 filter in 
our simulation, will be used instead. The procedure is illustrated by Figure 5.2. 
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coef f ic ients using the 
^ new shape in fo rmat ion 
Figure 5.2 The 1-D filtering procedure. 
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The mask, will be processed in parallel and gives two child masks, one for each 
subband. The mask division process takes each segment in each row from the parent 
mask. Each segment's starting address and the length is halved and duplicated in the 
low and high child masks. The low and high mask look very much alike but not the 
same. For segment with length M in the parent mask, where M is odd, the length of 
_M+1_ 
corresponding segment in the low band child mask will be 2 and that for high 
M — f - ^ 1 � r i 
band child mask is 2 , where ^ means the least integer greater than 
or equal to X Also, the starting position of each segment may be adjusted to retain the 
spatial characteristics ofthe parent mask. These spatial characteristics include relative 
position with neighboring rows (columns) and boundaries. This adjustment preserves 
the spatial correlation remained in the transformed coefficients and prevents a mask 
segment being changed into many broken lines that reduces coding efficiency. The 
transformed coefficients from each segment of texture of each row are then relocated 
by using the child masks information. 
Figure 5.3 illustrate the importance of our repositioning scheme applied to the wavelet 
transformed coefficients. Three different repositioning schemes are applied to row 
transformed wavelet coefficients. Figure a align the transformed coefficients to left 
most position. Figure b align the transformed coefficients using the original mask. 
Figure 3 shows our implementation described above. It can be seen that our 
implementation reserve the spatial relationship and does not create unwanted high 
frequency component. 
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1霸剛國 
�\!j^m - i i i H - , i l ^ B 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.3 Repositioning of wavelet transformed coefficients using different 
scheme, (a) align to left, (b) align using original mask information, (c) our 
implementation. 
After the row transformation is completed, column transformations would be applied 
to the two subbands using the same algorithms and the two child masks. When the 
procedure finished, four subbands and four new masks will be produced this 
transformation iteration is completed. As we are doing the wavelet transformation in a 
pyramid fashion, the same routine will be performed again using the lowest subband 
and its corresponding mask in an iterative fashion. 
The transformation stage is completed when the desirable iterations are done. The 
decoder can go through the reverse process to recover the video object. The 
transformation we proposed is a perfect reconstruction meaning exactly the same 
values can be recovered from the transformed coefficients. 
5-2 Quantization 
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After the subband decomposition, the transformed coefficients are quantized in each 
subband. Both scalar and vector quantization scheme can be used to the transformed 
coefficients. We have chosen uniform scalar quantization scheme for our simulation 
for its simplicity. A quantization step size Q^ and a zero bin width Z^ are assigned to 
each subbands and sent to the decoders. The zero bin width Z^ is include to improves 
coding performance of the Stack Run and ZeroTree Entropy coding schemes, both of 
them will be described in next section. Each wavelet coefficient ak(m,n) in each 
subband k will then be quantized to Pk(m,n) using the following equations. 
a , M - Z j 2 +1, a,{m.n)>Zj2 
Qk _ I 
p, (m, n) = j 0, - A / 2 < a, (m’ n) < Z, / 2 
卜 ( — + 4 / 2 ] _ 1 〜 ( 爪 , " ) < _ z * / 2 
� a 
Where the function [ x ] i s the least integer greater than or equal to x, and L ^ � i s the 
greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
At the decoder, the indices are dequantized using the following equations. 
'p,(m,n)Q,+Zj2, p,(m,n)>0 
a , ^ { m , n ) ^ l 0, j9^(m,^) = 0 
^p,(m,n)Q,-Zj2, p,(m,n)<0 
The quantization process is the only lossy part in our encoding process, performance 
is expected to improve by employing more sophisticate quantization strategy. 
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5-3 Entropy Coding 
5.3.1 Introduction 
After the quantization stage, the transformed coefficients are now turned from floating 
point format into integer format. Except for the lowest frequency subband in which 
the transformed coefficients have large amplitude, many small value coefficients are 
now quantized into zero values, especially in lower resolution subbands. These zeros 
are then efficiently explored to give compression. Two different coding schemes are 
chosen in our implementation, namely, the Stack Run Coding and the ZeroTree 
Entropy Coding. 
The Stack Run Coding has the advantages that its implementation is simple, high 
operation speed and has low system requirements. The specialty comes from its 
improved run length coding and small multi-purpose stack symbol set. The ZeroTree 
coding is an enhanced version ofthe Embedded ZeroTree by J. M. Sharpiro [24,25]. 
The ZeroTree data structure has proved itself a success in exploiting the correlation 
between wavelet transformed coefficients. The ZTE coding sacrifices the embedded 
property of the EZW for improved coding efficiency and significantly reduces 
operation time than that ofthe EZW. Both schemes are modified and implemented in 
our simulation and are explained in detail in the following sections. 
5.3.2 Stack Run Algorithm 
5.3.2.1 Introduction 
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The stack mn algorithm is a new technique specially design for wavelet 
transformation coding [26] . After wavelet transformation and scalar quantization, the 
transformed coefficient can be classified as significant coefficients and zero. A 4-ary 
symbol set with two contexts is used to represent these significant values and the 
lengths of zero runs between significant values. After these mn-length coding, the 
stack symbols will be compressed by arithmetic coder, all of the techniques employed 
are well established. The main innovation lies in the construction of a symbol set for 
the arithmetic coding ofmMevel pairs in which context information is used to enable 
multiple uses of a single symbol. The algorithm works by raster scanning within 
subbands, and therefore involves much lower addressing complexity than other 
algorithms such as zerotree coding that requires the creation and maintenance ofinter-
band dependencies across decomposition levels. Despite its simplicity, the 
performance is comparable to most enhancements of zerotree algorithm for coding 
grayscale images at low bit rate [27]. 
5.3.2.2 Description of the algorithm 
Consider a wavelet transformed images with scalar quantization applied, the 
transformed coefficients can be classified into two group containing zero-valued and 
non-zero (significant) integer values. Before the stack-mn algorithm, the amplitude of 
each significant is increased by one. The reason of this will be explained later. Then 
each subband will be described by run-length coding in terms of tokens in the form 
(a ,b) where a represent the number of zero-valued coefficients encounter before the 
next significant coefficient and b is that significant value. Each significant value b is 
then represented in binary notation as a stack with the most significant bit (MSB) at 
the top and least significant bit (LSB) at the bottom. For each stack, the MSB will be 
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replaced by a ‘+, symbol if the value is positive and likewise, a '- ' symbol will 
replace MSB if the value is negative. For example, a quantized value of 4 will be 
represented by ‘+01，.Each zero run-length a is first increased by 1 and its binary 
representation will be re-mapped with 0 replaced by - and 1 replaced by + with the 
MSB dropped. For example, a zero mn-length of 10 will be represented by '-++'. 
Figure 5.4 illustrate the stack algorithm. 
0 0 0 35  
4 0 0 0 raster scan and run  
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0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -11 
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i i i i i ——^ 
• + + “ “ - - 0 0 1 0 0 + 1 0 + + + - 0 0 1 -
- 0 0 + 1 





Figure 5.4 An example showing the procedure of stack run algorithm. 
The use of this mapping is the innovative idea of the stack run algorithm. A single 
symbol is used to simultaneously describe multiple information. The ‘+， a n d '- ' sign 
are used to terminate the word describing the symbol, to represent the sign of the 
value and to identify the bit plane location of the MSB simultaneously when encoding 
the significant value. The mn length representations are terminated by the presence of 
a '0' or ‘1，symbol which also conveys the value of the LSB of the next significant 
value. Furthermore, as the binary representation for zero run-length all start with 1, 
the '+' symbol in the MSB of zero mn-length can be omitted without loss of 
information and thus increase coding efficiency. 
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By now, the reason for increasing the amplitude of significant value and zero run-
length is apparent. Consider a zero run length of length 1, if it were not incremented 
by 1 first, the only stack symbol '+' would be omitted the information would be lost. 
Also, since the symbols ‘+， a n d '- ' are used to code both the zero mn-length and sign 
of those significant value, a significant value of magnitude 1 which would be 
represented by a ‘+, would be indistinguishable from a zero mn if it were not 
incremented by 1 first. 
The stack symbols stream will then be compressed by a adaptive arithmetic coder to 
take advantage oflocal variations in zero run-length and significant statistics. Also the 
stack symbols size is small, the probability table in an adaptive arithmetic coder will 
track the true symbol probabilities much more effectively. 
5.3.2.3 Feature of Stack Run Coding 
The most favorable feature of stack run coding is its simplicity. The operations in the 
method involve simply mn length coding and symbols mapping. The data structure 
used is simple array which can be efficiently managed and lessen memory 
requirement. These simplicity, enable the algorithm be implemented in fast speed and 
low cost fashion, both in terms of software and hardware. The algorithm is so efficient 
that the entropy coding process can be omitted with only a small degradation in 
compression ratio. This coding approach is especially desirable for low cost and time 
critical applications. 
5.3.3 ZeroTree Entropy (ZTE) Coding Algorithm 
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5.3.3.1 Introduction 
ZeroTree Entropy coding method is an enhancement the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet 
(EZW) [28] • EZW has proven itself as one of the best ways to use wavelets for 
compression. As in EZW, the ZTE coding algorithm exploits the self-similarity 
inherent in the wavelet transform to predict the location of information across wavelet 
scales. The quantization is done explicitly and therefore can be optimized and 
dynamically adapted to scene content. By sacrificing the embedding property, ZTE 
achieves substantial improvement in coding efficiency and provides greater flexibility. 
5.3.3.2 Description of the algorithm 
It is well know that in the hierarchical decomposition of the wavelet transform, every 
coefficient at a given scale, except those in the highest frequency subbands, can be 
related to a set coefficients of the same orientation at the next finer scale. The 
coefficient at the coarse scale is called the parent, and the four coefficients at the 
corresponding spatial location of the same orientation at the next finer scale are called 
children. The parent-child relationship is represented by the wavelet tree structure. 
(Figure 5.5) For the lowest frequency subband, the parent-child relationship is defined 
such that each parent has three children, one in each subband at the same scale and 
spatial location but of different orientation. 
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Figure 5.5 Parent-child relationship of a zerotree structure. 
The ZTE coding, the coefficients of each wavelet tree rooted in the lowest band are 
rearranged to form a wavelet block.(Figure 5.6) 
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Figure 5.6 Reorganization of a wavelet tree into a wavelet block. 
Each wavelet block then include all related coefficients at all scales and orientations. 
This is to explore the spatial correlation between different orientation and subband to 
improve coding efficiency. The scalar quantization of the wavelet coefficients can be 
applied before or during the zerotree coding process. When an ambitious quantizer is 
used to produce low bit rate output, the quantized coefficients will contain many zeros. 
These are exploited by zerotree coding to compress the result significantly. The 
wavelet tree are scanned in a depth first fashion from the root in the lowest band 
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through the children. Each node encountered are partitioned into four class: zerotree 
root, valued zerotree root, isolated zero and significant value. 
A zerotree root denotes a coefficient and all its children are zero. With a zerotree root 
symbol denoted the position of the root of the zerotree, the tree will not be scanned 
further since all the children inside the tree will be zero. A valued zerotree root denote 
a node with non-zero value but all four children are zerotree roots. The scan of this 
tree is stop at this symbol. An isolated zero means the current pixel are zero but one or 
more children are nonzero. A value symbol identifies a coefficient with non-zero 
value and some of its children is not zero. The symbols and the non-zero value from 
valued zerotree root and value are then losslessly encoded by adaptive arithmetic 
coder. 
5.3.3.3 Features of ZTE Coding 
The ZTE coding, like the EZW coding , efficiently represents the quantized wavelet 
coefficients as wavelet tree and uses zerotree to reduce the number of bits need to 
encode these trees. However, the ZTE differs from EZW in several ways. The 
quantization is done explicitly in ZTE, this allows the encoder to choose the 
quantization scheme to adapt to different scene contents. The wavelet block structure 
also allow the quantization step size to be specified and adapted for each block. In 
addition, the coefficient scanning, tree growing and coding are done simultaneously in 
one pass instead of bit plane by bit plane fashion thus simplifying implementation. 
Another advantage of ZTE coding over EZW comes from how the coefficients are 
scanned. EZW scans subband by subband. In ZTE, all coefficients that represent a 
given spatial block are scanned, in ascending frequency order from parent, to child, to 
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grandchild and so on before the coefficients of the other orientation are scanned. This 
is extremely valuable for rate control that adapts quantization block by block. These 
features make the ZTE coding algorithm a better choice over EZW for low bit rate 
applications. 
Both entropy coding algorithms are modified and implemented in our simulation. The 
simulation setup and result will be presented in next chapter. 
5.4 Binary Shape Coding 
In order to correctly decode a video object, the decoder needs its shape information to 
recover the video object. We purposed a simple and yet efficient binary shape coding 
algorithm called Run-Stack Coding. The algorithm can be summarized as followed: 
1. A raster scan is applied to the two dimensional binary shape information. 
2. A mn length coding is applied to the serialized value, the length of each 
color transition is recorded. 
3. Instead of coding the length of each color transition, we code the 
difference of the current color transition length with the previous same 
color transition length. 
4. These values, now more concentrate on zero, will be encoded using 
variable length stack mn algorithm and then compressed by arithmetic 
coder. 
Figure 5.7 illustrate the algorithm. 
• 
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Figure 5.7 An example showing the purposed binary shape coding algorithm. 
In this example, it takes only 10 bytes to code the stack symbols even without 
subsequent arithmetic coding. 
The performance of the purposed coding scheme is good, as can be seen from the 
simulation result. The advantage comes from coding the difference of the current 
color transition with the previous same color transition. For a typical video object, the 
position of the previous same color transition is mostly around the proximity of the 
current same color transition, very often, in the previous row. Therefore, the 
subtracted values are mostly small in amplitude. One potential problem is when 
consecutive rows of the same color exits with which large difference values will be 
produced. The use of stack algorithm reduces these adverse effect since it is a variable 
length coding method. Small amplitude values will be encoded with few bits while for 
large amplitude value the cost will only be a few more bits. Besides good packing 
ability, the purposed algorithm is exceptionally fast and low in complexity. 
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In this section, the simulation results of the algorithms described in early chapters will 
be presented. The test image used in the simulation are from the Mpeg4 test 
sequences, News. The newscasters or the 'talking heads', Akiyo and Sean (Fig 6.1), 
and their corresponding shape information are extracted and separated. 
B n | 
I H I 
Figure 6.1a. Video Object: Akiyo extracted from Figure 6.1b Video Object: Sean extracted from 
MPEG-4 test sequence ‘news，. MPEG-4 test sequence ‘news，. 
The two different approaches are simulated using the Stack Run Algorithm and 
ZeroTree Entropy Coding at the compression stage. Before applying the 
transformation stage, a simple technique called Amplitude Shifting is applied to the 
video objects. By subtracting the mean of the video object from the image, a roughly 
symmetric distribution about zero will be created and this will have positive effect on 
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the subsequent coding algorithms. For comparison purpose, the test video objects are 
also encoded by the standardjpeg (Cjpeg) and the wavelet (Wave03). 
6.2 SSAWT'StackRun 
The test video objects are first transformed using the SSAWT as illustrated by figure 
6.2. The transformed coefficients are then scalar quantized. The transformation has 
been repeated for 4 iteration. Although it is a common practice to repeat the transform 
5 times or more for a 512 by 512 picture. We perform less iteration to take account for 
the size ofthe video objects. The lowest subband is treated differently. It first undergo 
a differential coding before applying the stack algorithm. It is because most of the 
coefficients in this subbband are large in amplitude and few of them are small values. 
As explained in the previous chapter, the advantage of the stack mn algorithm mostly 
comes from its improved zero run length coding efficiency. After applying the 
differential coding, the coefficients in the subband are now more concentrate around 
zero. Then a raster scan will run pass these coefficients in each subbands. The 
scanning uses shape information to exclude all exterior coefficients. The scanned 
coefficients will then be encoded using stack run algorithm. The stack symbols will 
then be encoded using arithmetic coder with Markov order 0 to 2 and Lempel Ziv 78. 
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»• SAWT *^  Quantization ^ ~ 1 ^： ^ = = *" Encoding ^ Encoding 
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, , Coding 
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Figure 6.2 The schematic of SSAWT -STACK. 
The bit rate are then calculated by dividing the total file size by the number ofpixel 
inside the V0. The decoder will perform the inverse processes and PSNR is 
calculated with the original V0. 
6,3 SSAWT-ZTR 
Four iteration of SSAWT is applied to the test V0. The transformed coefficients are 
uniformly quantized. The quantization parameters are adjusted to given different rate 
distortion tradeoff. The lowest subband will be differentially encoded. A zerotree is 
build in each orientation using the shape information in the corresponding orientations. 
Any exterior pixel inside a zerotree are regarded as zero. Two type of data will be 
produced after zerotree encoding: the zerotree map and significant values. The 
significant values are encoded using stack run algorithms (Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3 Schematic ofSSAWT-ZTE. 
Two distinct method are applied to the zerotree map: 
1. directly encoded the zerotree map by arithmetic coder with Markov order 0 to 
2. 
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2. Convert the zerotree map to integers with zerotree root map to 0, significant 
symbols to 1, isolated zero to —1 and valued zerotree root to 2. The stack run 
algorithm will then be applied to this converted map information. 
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6A Simulation Results 
6.4.1 SSAWT - STACK 
Test image used: Sean. 
PSNR Bit r?^ te hnr>  
order 0 order 1 order 2 LZ2S  
46.2748 2.6424 2.5508 2.5819 3.2712 
43.1321 1.7395 1.7174 1-7444 2.2598 
^ . 9 0 4 2 — 1.1069 1.1051 “ 1.1257 l.5l6l  
40.8101 1.0806 1.0791 1.0994 1.4870 
40.7225 ~ 1.0647 1.0641 ~ 1.0844 1-4662 
40 5553 1.0006 ‘ 1.0017 1.0218 1-3966 
40.4329 — 0.9854 0.9860 ~ 1.0070 1-3737 
40.3687 一 0.9360 0.9374 ‘ 0.9571 1-3178 
40.0847 0.9096 0.9118 0.9344 1-2877 
39.5952 — 0.7820 0.7873 0.8068 1-1408 
38.3989 一 0.6450 0.6512 0.6713 0.9752 
37.6497 — 0.5725 0.5770 一 0.5966 0.8842 
36.4538 ~ 0.4854 0.4887 一 0.5082 0.7727 
35.6972 — 0.4327 0.4360 — 0.4541 0.7078 
34.6786 一 0.3761 0-3777 0.3945 0.6372 
33.8757 0.3315 0.3322 0.3481 0.5787 
Table 6.1 Performance ofSSAWT-STACK using test image Sean. 
Test image used: Akiyo 
"P^ NT^ Rit rate bnn 
order 0 order 1 order 2 LZ2S  
42.3774 1.4020 1.3841 1.4003 1-8956 
T T n o r 1.2589 r.2408 1-2555 1.7258 
40.7812 1.1790 1-1652 1-1800 1-6342 
39.9299 — 1.1047 1.0933 1.1074 1-5460 
38.8443 0.9601 0.9478 0.9637 1.3751 
37.704 0.8953 0.8856 — 0.9031 1-3023 
36.8289 _ 0.7991 0.7945 “ 0.8102 " 8 7 2 
35.6773 0.6709 0.6659 0.6824 1-0245 
34.4227 0.5564 “ 0.5512 0.5694 0.8827 
33.8727 0.5150 0.5093 0.5267 0.8311 
32.7143 — 0.4468 0.4423 0.4592 0.7425 
Tl .5816 0.3899 0.3848 0.4006 0.6727 
Table 6.2 Performance ofSSAWT-STACK using test image Akiyo. 
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6.4.2 SSAWT - ZTE 
Test image used Sean 
PSNR(db) Bitrate bpp 
order 0 order 1 order 2  
Method 1 �method 2 “ method 1 method 2 — method 1 method 2 
46 3786 "3.0788 3.7725 " l6694 2.5942 2.6917 2.6376 
43 1808 2.0525 T.3923 1-7960 1.7719 1.8172 1.8120 
42.5305 "l.8066 —2.0799 1-^611 1.5572 1.5805 1.5880 
l T ^ 1.3188 1.4494 — 1.1467 1.1456 1.1591 1-1667 
40 5822 1.1904 “ 1.2637 1.0158 1.0204 一 1.0274 1.0353 
" 3 9 ¾ ^ L^389 1.1100 " 0 9 6 9 0.9045 0.9068 0.9179 
38 5638 .0.8982 0.9406 "0.7588 0.7672 0.7692 0.7782 
37 7873 .0.8495 .0.8795 0.7095 0.7173 0.7185 0.7274 
"36482 0^372 0.6445 0.5402 0.5450 0.5466 0.5531 
35 5847 0.4851 “ 0.4916 0.4129 0.4200 0.4177 0.4255 
" ^ 6 0 2 0.4422 0.4448 0.3739 0.3803 0.3789 0.3864  
Table 6.3 Performance of SSAWT-ZTE using test image Sean. 
Test image used Akiyo 
PSNR Bit rate bpp 
order 0 order 1 order 2  
method 1 |method 2 method 1 method 2 method 1 method 2 
42 4904 1.8708 “ 2.0408 "l.6033 1.5594 1.6117 1.5865 
41 6986 "l.5968 T v i 2 4 1.3737 1.3435 1.3798 1.3637 
" ^ 9 4 ^ T3103 1.3941 1.1196 1.0982 1.1300 1.1203 
“ ^ 8962 T l l 9 8 1.1828 "0.9547 Q.940Q “ 0.9650 0.9600 
36.8202 0.9898 1.0392 "0.8392 0.8271 0.8474 0.8431 
" ^ 6 " ^ 578804 0.9283 0.7588 0.7484 0.7660 0.7629 
• ^ 1 7 ^ 0.7653 l 8 0 8 1 0.6663 0.6583 0.6717 0.6714 
35 0937 0.7175 —0.7539 0.6189 0.6140 0.6241 0.6264 
~K^ ^ 9 5 5 0.7247 " 0 ^ 5 3 0.5907 0.6002 0.6022 
~M.\6l2 0.6094 l 6 3 5 1 0.5312 0-5274 0.5345 0.5371 
3 . 8 1 5 2 0.6019 "^6257 0.5224 0.5198 0.5260 0.5298 
33.2571 0.4924 0.5148 0.4360 0.4355 0.4380 0.4432^ 
Table 6.4 Performance ofSSAWT-ZTE using test image Akiyo. 
Remark: Method 1 directly encoded the zerotree map by arithmetic coder 
Method 2 convert zerotree map to integers, runlength coding and then 
coded by arithmetic coder. 
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6.4.3 Comparison Result - Cjpeg and Wave03. 
6.4.3.1 Performance of Cjpeg 
PSNR Cjpeg PSNR Cjpeg 
42.08 ~ L 8 ^ 42.48 2.0825 
~ " 3 ^ 1 2417 39.49 1.4446 
37:56 ~ ~ ^ F m 37.86 1.1879 
36.44 ~ ~ 0 ： ^ 36.68 1.0262 
~~"35 7 0 7 1 ^ 35.74 0.9189 
34.91 ~ 0 ： 6 ^ 34.84 ~ o M L 
34 ~ " 0 5 ^ 33.68 0.7092 
33.62 0.4643l 32.00 0.5903 
Table 6.5 Test image used: Sean Table 6.6 Test image used: Akiyo 
6.4.3.2 Performance of Wave03 
PSNR Wave03 PSNR Wave03 
42.66 1 ： ^ 40.94 1.3769 
40.22 1.0946 37.28 0.9187 
~~38.45 0 . 8 ^ 35.26 0.6886 
~~34.14 0.4107" 30.28 0-3434 
31.72 0.2732 27.85 0.2292 
30.56 0.2039 26.51 0.1711 
Table 6.7 Test image: Sean Table 6.8 Test image: Akiyo 
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Figure 6.4 Performance curve using test image Sean. 
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Figure 6.5 Performance curve using test image Akiyo. 
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Visual Comparison 
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Visual Comparison 
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Figure 6.7c CJPEG at 0.5 bpp Figure 6.7d Wave03 at 0.5 bpp 
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6.5 Shape Coding Result 
Test binary mask: Sean's mask (13855 bytes). 
Compression Method ~ p a c k e d size ( b y t e ) ~ % of original size 
~Run-Stack, order 0 ~ 2 4 3 1.75 
“Run-Stack, order 1 ^ 8 1.65 
“Run-Stack, order 2 2 H 1.54 
“Run-Stack, order 3 ^ 1.45 
“Run-Stack, order4 i ^ 1-36 
• ~Run-Stack, order 5 ^ 1-51 
Arithmetic coder, order 0 8 ^ 60.49 
Arithmetic coder, order 1 742 5.36 
Arithmetic coder, order 2 730 5.21 
Arithmetic coder, order 3 734 5.30 
Lzn r ^ l 2 ^ 
Tiff-Group 4 558 T W 
Table 6.9 Compression result of Sean's binary mask. 
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Test binary mask: Akiyo's mask (9945 bytes). 
Compression Method packed size (byte) % of original size 
“Run-Stack , order 0 ^ 8 1.59 
”Run-Stack , order 1 ~ 154 1.55 
“Run-Stack , order 2 i47 1.48 
“Run-Stack, order 3 T^ 1.47 
~Run-Stack, order 4 H5 1.46 
“Run-Stack, order 5 T^ 1.55 
Arithmetic coder, order 0 4,878 49.05 
Arithmetic coder, order 1 634 6.38 
Arithmetic coder, order 2 619 6.22 
Arithmetic coder, order 3 616 6.19 
Ll78 l M ^ 
T i f f - Group 4 ^ 5.06 
Table 6.10 Compression result of Akiyo's binary mask. 
Remark: order means Markov order used by the arithmetic coder 
Binary Shape Coding Result 
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Figure 6.8 Binary Shape Coding Result 
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6-6 Analysis 
Form the Figure 6.4 and 6.5, we see that both SSAWT-STACK and SSAWT-ZTE 
out-perform the Wave03 and Cjpeg algorithms. The STACK approach performs 
better the ZTE approach at higher bit rate but not at low bit rate. This is because much 
ofthe bits are used to code the zerotree map, also, both the quantity and magnitude of 
the significant value are large, thus require more bits to code. However, in lower bit 
rate, the zerotree map consists mostly zerotree root and thus only require fewer bits to 
code. Therefore, for higher bit rate, the SSAWT-STACK is a better choice while 
SSAWT-ZTE are more suitable for low bit rate application. 
For binary shape coding, we see our simple algorithm performance much better than 
the other comparison method, even for group 4 tiff which is specially designed for 
facsimile transmission. It is because our algorithm utilizes the fact that mask 
information of a video object consists of long runs of l ' s and 0，s and same color 
transition points are mostly localized. Integration of stack mn algorithm also reduce 
the adverse effects of runs of multiple lines. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, a new wavelet transformation scheme is proposed for coding arbitrarily 
shaped video objects. The advantages of the new transformation scheme is it employs 
the non-expansive symmetric extension to transform the segments to facilitate 
filtering of odd length and short segments. A different set of filters are also used to 
code extremely short segment which are common in object-based video coding but 
not in frame-based coding. Our repositioning scheme enable our transformation 
scheme to be applied repeatedly without losing spatial relationship among the 
transformed coefficients. It also prevent unwanted high frequency components from 
emerging when the transform is applied repeatedly. Two entropy coding scheme: 
Stack Run Coding and ZeroTree Entropy Coding are modified and incorporated in our 
simulation and the good performance is observed. The Stack Run Coding performs 
better for higher bit rate while Zero Tree Entropy Coding performs better for lower bit 
rate application. Both algorithms have the advantages of being fast and low 
complexity. 
Our binary shape coder, basically a run length and differential coding followed by 
stack mn algorithm, has proven to be a good tool to encode shape information of a 
video object. The efficiency comes from coding the difference between same color 
transition points, therefore, reduces the amplitude of the position to be encoded. The 
variable length coding of Stack Run further improves the compression efficiency. 
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Appendix A: Image Segmentation 
Appendix A: Image Segmentation 
For naturally obtained scene, video objects first have to be extracted before they can 
be used for coding or composition. This extraction process is referred as segmentation 
and is often regarded as a pre-processing stage. Various techniques have been 
developed, each with different complexities and performance. The section is intended 
to provide a brief introduction, an excellent reference can be found in [29]. 
Introduction 
The shape of an object can be described either in terms of its boundary or in terms of 
the region it occupies. Shape representation based on boundary information requires 
image edge detection and following. Region-based shape representation requires 
image segmentation in several homogeneous regions. Therefore, edge detection and 
region segmentation are dual approaches in image analysis. Region segmentation 
techniques can be grouped into three different classes. Local techniques are based on 
the local properties of the pixels and their neighborhoods. Global techniques segment 
an image on the basis of information obtained globally. Split, merge and growing 
techniques use both the notions of homogeneity and geometrical proximity. We will 
describe briefly some segmentation techniques. 
Segmentation by using Histogram 
The simplest ways to segment an image is by thresholding. The choice ofthreshold T 
can be based on the image histogram. The threshold is chosen to be at the local 
histogram minimum lying between the two histogram peak. The calculation of the 
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local histogram minimum is difficult if the histogram is noisy. Therefore, histogram 
smoothing is usually applied beforehand. 
Region growing 
A simple approach to image segmentation is to start from some pixels (seeds) 
representing distinct image regions and to grow them, until they cover the entire 
image. These seeds are usually chosen by the user in a supervised mode. At least one 
seed per image region must be chosen in order to have good performance. The 
growing mechanism is simple: at each stage and for each region, we check ifthere are 
unclassified pixels in the 8-neighbouring of each pixel of the region border. These 
pixels are include in a region if the region homogeneity hold. 
Region splitting and merging 
Unlike the region growing approach, the split and merge approach first divide the 
image into a few region. Then for each region, homogeneity is analyzed to check if 
further splitting is needed. An often used technique is quadtree representation (Figure 
A.1). 
� R ° M d " T ^ ^ 
Ro ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ R2 R3 
c 5 " ^ i o ^ 
RlO R!1 1^2 1^3 
R2 R3 
(a) Or ig inal image … Q u a d t r e e representa t ion 
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Figure A.1 Split and Merge using Quadtree approach. 
The technique is an iterative algorithm that split inhomogeneous region into four sub-
regions. However, pure splitting techniques have a major disadvantage: they create 
regions R! and R； that may be adjacent and homogeneous. Therefore, after splitting 
the tree, we need to check if there are two adjacent regions R! and Rj are 
homogeneous and merge them if necessary. 
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